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Abstract 
A new algorithm GRPDBSCAN (Grid-based DBSCAN Algorithm with Referential Parameters) is proposed in this 
paper. GRPDBSCAN, which combined the grid partition technique and multi-density based clustering algorithm, has 
improved its efficiency. On the other hand, because the Eps and Minpts parameters of the DBSCAN algorithm were 
auto-generated, so they were more objective. Experimental results shown that the new algorithm not only can better 
differentiate between noises and discovery clusters of arbitrary shapes but also have more robust. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction  
As a basis of data mining, cluster analysis, classifies the assemble of objects into a class, which is 
make up some similar objects, and then analyses the internal rules of  these class[1]. It is a preprocessing 
step of data mining’s analysis rule algorithm. That is, the quality of data preprocessing will affect the 
quality of data mining’s effects directly. Therefore, as an important research project in field of data 
mining, it is popular with many scholars home and broad, it also gets many effective cluster algorithms, 
such as density-based clustering algorithm[2], clustering algorithm based on hierarchical[3], grid-based 
clustering algorithm[4] and model-based clustering algorithm[5]. However, there are more dynamic data 
tests show that although these algorithms made a great success in analysis of data mining, there are also 
“data mutations” because of not considering the distribution of data, and these data mutations make the 
distribution of data much irregular, and then the limitations of non-automatic selection parameters made 
the establishment of association rules and the practical application inconsistent in data mining, leading the 
bad clustering, the bad effect. So, it is a key issue need to be resolved on how to deal with the data 
mutation and assure the validity of data class’ association rules. The author, in order to solve the problem, 
proposed a new algorithm Grid-based DBSCAN Algorithm with Referential Parameters, according to the 
character of data mutations in dynamic data test, and the association between grid partition technique and 
multi-density base clustering algorithm: DBSCAN. Experimental results shown that the algorithm can 
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choose the Eps and Minpts parameters automatically, differentiate between noises and discovery clusters 
of arbitrary shapes including “data mutation”. 
2. Grid-based DBSCAN Algorithm with Referential Parameters（GRPDBSCAN）
As we all known, during the algorithm of clustering, especially for large data, the exist of border of 
data and noise may discard the cluster’s border, degrade the precision of cluster, what’s more, the value 
of Eps may effect the final answer of cluster at some extent. So, it is necessary to improve the useful of 
the algorithm according to choosing parameters automatically in dynamic testing data. As grid-based 
clustering algorithm is mainly for massive data, building a unified grid size to divide data space, and then 
storing its internal data statistics in each grid, all the clustering operations are targeted to the grid cell to 
cluster in the integral structure of grid, the clustering answer is nothing to do with the order of data 
inputted, it is beneficial to achieve the algorithm’s Incremental processing; For the density-based 
clustering algorithm (DBSCAN), the cluster’s each data object, whose Eps-Neighbor’ objects must 
smaller than a Minpts . The algorithm defines these data objects as core objects, defines the maximum 
density of a collection of objects connected as cluster. DBSCAN looks for the object density arriving that 
start with P about Eps and Minpts from the core object P which never visited form data set D, generate a 
cluster that contains p and its objects density arriving. The algorithm ends with unvisited objects in the 
data set D. If it can deal with the parameters Eps, we can make use of the two goodness proposed ahead to 
achieve the “data mutation”, therefore, giving some definitions in order to design the algorithm. 
2.1 Basic concept 
Definition 1 n-dimensional space: setting 1 2{ , , , }nD D D D= " is the bounded domain, so 
1 2 nS D D D= × × ×"  is the n-dimensional space. 
Definition 2 Grid units: If each dimension of S was divided into m piece of same space, and then the 
whole space can be divided into limits of n-dimensional grid units that disjointed, each grid units can be 
describe as 1 2( , , , )nU u u u" , iu is a Left-closed right-open interval. 
Definition 3 Eps neighbor: making a given data object as the center, Eps radius region. 
Definition 4 Core object: If a data object’s Eps neighbor contains Minpts data objects at least, the data 
object is named core object. 
Definition 5 Border object: for any given data objects, if it belongs to core object’s Eps neighbor and 
is not the core object itself, it can be named border object. 
Definition 6 Noise: it is a data object that is not a core object also not a border object. 
Definition 7 Adjacent units: it just only the grid unit iU  and jU have the adjacent point or border. 
Then iU and jU  can be named as adjacent units. Such as Figure 1: grid unit U and its eight adjacent units. 
Figure 1. Adjacent unit diagram. 
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2.2 The design of GRPDBSCAN 
GRPDBSCAN algorithm is both grid-based clustering algorithm and density-based clustering 
algorithm, essentially it adopts grid partition technique which can works out the Eps and Minpts in 
DBSCAN. The steps of GRPDBSCAN are as following. 
• Grid division. There is a d-dimensional data set D, its property 1 2{ , , , }nD D D" is bounded, and its 
value interval is[ , )i il h , 1, 2, ,i d= "  so 1 1 2 2[ , ) [ , ) [ , )d dS l h l h l h= × ×"  is a d-dimensional data space. 
We can divide each dimension of S into N pieces of equal fields that are not intersect and the 
closed right-open interval left, so that the whole data space can be divided into N pieces of super 
rectangular units which are disjoint and have same size. 
• Data binning. Every data object of data set is mapped to the corresponding grid cell. Such as Fig. 
2. 
Figure 2.  Data binning diagram. 
• The definition of Eps neighbor and Minpts. At first, scanning the entire data object, computing 
data object in the every grid unit. The grid units that contain the largest data objects are named Eps 
neighbor, such as Fig. 3: the grid units that blue points occupy presents Eps neighbor, and then 
Minpts is three. 
Figure 3. Eps neighbor diagram. 
• The recognition of core object. According to DBSCAN, every grid unit whose numbers of data 
objects larger than Minpts is named core grid unit, the data objects in the core grid unit are called 
core objects, these grid units that are close to core grid are named border grid, the data objects in 
the border grid are named border objects, these grid units that are not close to any core grid are 
called noise grid, the objects in noise grid are named noise. Such as Fig. 4: blue points present 
border objects, brown points present noise. 
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Figure 4. Recognition of core object diagram. 
• Clustering. Constructing an undirected graph during the core grid. Every core grid unit presents a 
point. Adding a edge to these adjacent core grids, so the undirected graph is finished, then we can 
do the breadth-first search with the undirected graph, generate connected components. These data 
objects that correspond to every connected component are made up a clustering. Such as Fig. 5. 
Figure 5. Clustering search diagram. 
3. Experimental results and analysis 
The paper’s experimental data comes from literature [6]’s dataset1 and dataset2 in order to verify the 
validity of this algorithm, what’s the answers are described as Fig. 6. 
Figure 6. Clustering answer of GRPDBSCAN. 
Figure 7. Clustering answer of DBSCAN. 
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Figure 8. The efficiency of DBSCAN and GRPDBSCAN diagram. 
Fig.7 had shown the clustering decision of DBSCAN. Both of the two dataset hasn’t noise point and its 
clustering answer is blurry. However, the clustering answer of GRPDBSCAN improves the clustering 
precision and the render effects of border points, noise apparently. Therefore, the author contrasted the 
efficiency of GRPDBSCAN and the efficiency of DBSCAN. Fig. 8 shows the answer, the Vertical axis 
presents time the algorithms needed, the Horizontal axis presents the size of data. 
4. Conclusion 
The paper proposed a Grid-based DBSCAN Algorithm with Referential Parameters in order to deal 
with massive data “mutation” and noise. The algorithm can find clusters of arbitrary shape and remove 
noise, and then carry out the parameters of DBSCAN automatically, which shield the algorithm’ 
sensitivity of parameters ,finally, the algorithm makes answer more precise. Experimental results show 
that the improved algorithm is robust. Its operating efficiency is also greatly improved. Therefore, the 
data mining algorithm has a very broad application prospects. 
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